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Abstract 

In this paper, a method is developed for the automated identification of cephalometric landmarks in orthodontics. The process of 
soft tissue edge detection is divided into two steps: detecting the sub-images that contained the required landmarks using 
combination of the Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor with the Support Vector Machine (SVM), then utilizing 
Thresholding and Mathematical Morphological (TMM) algorithm to trace soft tissue profile. In addition, the mandible’s edge is 
detected by the Active contours without edges (Chan-Vese method). Finally, the landmarks of soft tissue profile and the 
mandible’s edge are pinned based on analyzing the contour plot of these lines. The simulation results have high accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

Cephalometry is the analysis of the dental and skeletal relationships in the head between bony and soft tissue 
landmarks [18]. The cephalometric analysis is widely used in orthodontics to diagnose facial growth abnormalities 
and plan treatment. Up to now, the allocation of cephalometric landmarks manually on X-ray images is a time-
consuming process and can be affected by errors despite of an experienced surgeon. Consequently, many researchers 
have tried to automate landmark allocation for many years. 

 
Levy-Mandel et al. [1] introduced the first work of automated location of cephalometric landmarks in 1986. 

However, they did not compare their results of detecting landmarks on two high quality images to the manual 
identification. Some researchers used the knowledge-based techniques or image matching methods, and then 
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learning systems. Parthasarathy et al. [2] improved the method of Levy-Mandel by including a pyramid resolution 
with four levels to increase the speed of system in 1989. The methods using similar knowledge-based technique are 
presented in [3], [4], [5], [6], [7].  Later, Cardillo et al [8] used mathematical modeling and a pattern matching 
technique to localize landmarks. Grau et al. [9] have developed the previous work using a model of the edge 
detection, then applying a pattern detection algorithm based on mathematical morphology techniques. Then, 
Rudolph [10] used the knowledge of the spatial spectroscopy which establishes a statistical model gray assumes a 
special statistical highlight of each landmark in different images. In addition, Uchino et al. [11] presented a fuzzy 
learning machine that could learn the relationship between the value of average gray level of an entry and the 
location of the landmark. In 1999 Chen et al. [12] used neural networks and genetic algorithms to find sub-images 
that contain cephalometric points. El-Feghi et al. [13] applied neuro-fuzzy network and a template-matching 
technique. Poyan et al. [14] used the Histograms of Oriented Gradients to describe sub-images which have 
landmarks and the Support Vector Machine to identify. But this method consumes time by SVM-Light [15]. 
Moreover, Mohseni et al [16] identified 8 landmarks with high accuracy based on the similarities in human 
anatomical structure and form an affine transform, and template matching schemes. Besides, Favaedi et al. [17] 
presented a methodology to locate the landmarks based on probabilistic relaxation. Their method depends on a 
reference shape template which formatted previously, is quite similar to the soft tissue profile surrounding the nose. 
In the surveying, many researchers interest in the cephalometry and have a lot of methods but there is not any 
standard for this topic. This work does not discuss about the comparison and their disadvantages, just contributes a 
new efficient method to solve the theme. 

Table 1. Twelve soft tissue landmarks and their definitions [18]. 

No. Landmark Definition 

1 Soft tissue Glabella’ (G’) The most prominent point of the forehead on the midsagittal plane at the superior aspect of the eyebrows. 

2 Soft tissue Nasion (Na’) The outer point of intersection between the Nasion horizontal line and the soft tissue. 

3 Pronasale (P) The tip of the nose. 

4 Subnasale (Sn) The junction of the nose to the upper lip. 

5 Soft tissue A point (A’) The outer point of intersection between the A point horizontal line and the soft tissue. 

6 Upper Lip Anterior (ULA) The most anterior extension of the upper lip at the vermilion border. 

7 Stomion (St) The junction of the upper to lower lip. 

8 Lower Lip Anterior (LLA) The most anterior extension of the lower lip at the vermilion border. 

9 Soft tissue B point (B’) The outer point of intersection between the B point horizontal line and the soft profile. 

10 Soft tissue Pogonion (Pg’) The outer point of intersection between the Pogonion horizontal line and the soft profile.  

11 Soft tissue Menton (Me’) The outer point of intersection between the Menton vertical line and the soft tissue. 

12 Soft tissue Gnathion (Gn’) The midpoint of soft tissue Pogonion’ and soft tissue Menton’. 

Table 2. Four landmarks on the mandible’s edge and their definitions [25]. 

No. Landmark Definition 

1 Point B (B) The most posterior point on the profile of the mandible between the chin point and the alveolar crest 

2 Pogonion (Pg) The most anterior point on the bony chin. 

3 Menton (Me) The most inferior point on the chin in the lateral view. 

4 Gnathion (Gn) The midpoint of  Pogonion and Menton. 

 
Soft tissue profile analysis from cephalometric radiographs is recognized as an important process of the 

assessment of treatment outcome in cleft lip and palate, and used to distinguish between groups better than 
conventional hard tissue cephalometric analysis. Holdaway et al. [18] introduced first methods of cephalometric soft 
tissue analysis within definitions of landmarks. Twelve soft-tissue landmarks and four landmarks on the mandible’s 
edge are discussed in this article. All of them are significant in successful orthodontic outcome, and none of them 
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depend on skeletal landmarks for measurement. Table 1 and table 2 respectively shows the definitions of twelve soft 
tissue landmarks and four landmarks on the mandible’s edge. 

2. Automatic localization of soft tissue cephalometric landmarks. 

This paper proposes an approach to localize automatically twelve soft tissue landmarks shown in Fig.1 (a). 
Firstly, the linear Support Vector Machine trains a set of templates which extract the Histograms of Oriented 
Gradients of the desired points [19], then recognizes patterns and localizes these areas on the input image shown in 
Fig.1 (b). The method from paper [19] is modified and developed more for the soft tissue. Secondly, the soft tissue 
profile is extracted from a background of noise and irrelevant lines by the Thresholding and Mathematical 
Morphological algorithm. Finally, from analyzing the contour plot of the traced profile, the relatively accurate 
landmarks are figured out. A flowchart of this process is summarized in the Fig.2.  

 

    
 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig.1.  (a) Localization of twelve soft tissue landmarks.  (b) An input image. (c) The zoom version of soft tissue profile region. 

 
Fig.2 . The flowchart of the proposed method. 

2.1. Detecting soft tissue profile region. 

In this step, we propose the method based on the use of HOG descriptor [20] and a non-probabilistic binary linear 
classifier SVM to detect the soft tissue profile of the input image. The reference model is based on samples 
contained the HOG feature of nose image similar to the Fig.1(c) and trained by the libSVM [21] classifier. The 
configurations of SVM training for regression (epsilon-SVR) are a linear Gaussian kernel, a soft margin parameter 
0.5, the epsilon setting in loss function 0.5 and the tolerance of termination criterion setting 0.5. To reduce total 
execution time, the input image and the training templates should be scaled down by the same appropriate rate β1 
which is experienced gradually is not lower than 1/10. After that, the one-class libSVM predicts and decides the 
most exact detection of the soft tissue profile image. Its first location of the image matrix is multiplied by the rate β1 
and then the input is cropped with this coefficient in order to remove irrelevant and unnecessary details. 

2.2. Detecting desired small region. 

Similarly, the combination of HOG and SVM searches again four desired smaller regions from the soft tissue 
profile image including the forehead, the nose, the lip and the mandible. The resolutions of these region should be 
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suitable for the strategy of each area which is presented in Section Analysis of the edge’s contour so that the images 
contain the important landmarks. The input and the samples, the trained images, are scaled down with the rate β2 of 
0.8. After finding the locations of each small image and multiplying with β2, the output is cropped from the soft 
tissue image. The Fig.3 (a),(f),(k) and (p) shows recognition results of the desired small areas whose real resolutions 
are different corresponding to 600x300, 400x300, 400x300 and 400x400 pixels. 

2.3. Soft tissue edge extraction. 

After detecting the small regions, the soft tissue edge needs to be traced by Thresholding and Mathematical 
Morphological (TMM) algorithm. The famous thresholding method of Otsu [22] is effective for skeletal edges, 
shown in Fig.3 (b), (g), (l) and (q). However, the aim of extraction is the soft tissue edge. Thresholding after 
histogram equalization does not identify correctly total desired edges and incurs irrelevant edges. Therefore, after 
the histogram equalization, we propose that these input images should be adjusted with an intensity value α [22]. 
This factor specifies the shape of the curve which describes a relationship between values in the input image and its 
output. Several experiments show that each region has a different value presented in Fig.3. The factor α is generally 
less than 1, the mapping is weighted toward higher output values. These outputs are converted to binary images 
based on threshold of 0.5. After that, the Mathematical Morphology process removes small extra regions and holes 
from the binary images. The useful edge of soft tissue is highlighted and isolated to detect exact landmarks. 

2.4. Analysis of the edge’s contour. 

In the section, according to the definition of each landmark, a proper technique is used to accurate its location. 
Assume that coordinates of two important skeletal landmarks: point Nasion (Na) and point A which have detected 
before are the basis for soft tissue points. It must be noticed that this method also can detects three skeletal 
landmarks: point B, Pogonion (Pg) and Menton (Me), however, its locations just be reference points, not the soft 
tissue landmarks. Four representations of contour’s soft tissue profile of the forehead, the nose, the lip and the 
mandible shown in Fig. 3 correspond to f1(x), f2(x), f3(x) and f4(x). These contours are the approximated edges that 
are detected in the previous subsection. Ox and Oy are respectively the horizontal and vertical axes with the pixel 
unit. The following equations based on the definitions perform exactly how to find the desired landmarks from these 
contours. 

The point Soft tissue Glabella’ (G’) is the point of the contour f1(x) at which the value of x coordinate is the 
largest (x1max) within its y-value less than point Nasion’s vertical value: 

1 ax 1 1 ax( , ( ))G m G m NaG x x y f x y y   (1) 

The x-value of the Nasion (Na) and Soft tissue Nasion' (Na') point is the same, so: 

1
1( ( ), )Na Na Na NaNa x f y y y   (2) 

The Point Pronasale ' ''( , )Pg PgPg x y by the contour f2(x) without conditions is similar to Point A. x2max is the 
maximum x-value of the contour of f2(x). This point can be defined to be: 

2 ax 2 2 ax( , ( ))P m P mP x x y f x   (3) 

After the coordinate of point P, the point Subnasale (Sn) has the minimum x-value x2min of the contour f2(x): 

2min 2 2min( , ( ))Sn Sn P ASn x x y f x y y y  (4) 
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To locate the point Upper Lip Anterior (ULA), the point Stomion (St) and the point Lower Lip Anterior (LLA) 
by the contour f3(x), the point St is calculated firstly and then the points ULA and LLA within point St’s conditions: 

3min 3 3min( , ( ))St StSt x x y f x   (5) 

    
 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

     
 (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 

     
 (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) 

     
 (p) (q) (r) (s) (t) 

Fig.3. Soft tissue edge extraction of the desired small regions. (a): The forehead. (f): The nose. (k): The lip. (p): The mandible. 
(b),(g),(l),(q): Thresholding by Otsu method. (c),(h),(m),(r): Thresholding a value of 0.5 after histogram equalization. 

(d),(i),(n),(s): The proposed thresholding and mathematical morphology. (e),(j),(o),(t): Analyzing the contours of soft tissue profiles edges. 

The points ULA and LLA have the same calculation but with two different planes: the y-value of ULA is less 
than the St’s while the LLA’s is greater. Here, x3max and x3min are respectively the maximum and minimum x-value 
of the contour of f3(x): 

3 ax 3 3 ax( , ( ))ULA m ULA m StULA x x y f x y y  (6) 

3 ax 3 3 ax( , ( ))LLA m LLA m StLLA x x y f x y y  (7) 

The y-value of the point Menton (Me) and the point Soft tissue Menton’ (Me’) by the contour f4(x) is the same: 

' ' 4'( , ( ))Me Me Me MeMe x x y f x   (8) 
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The point Soft tissue Gnathion ' ''( , )Gn GnG yn x is the midpoint of soft tissue Pogonion’ and soft tissue Menton’. 
From this definition, the length of the curve Arc length L(Me’Gn’) is the same as Arc length L(Gn’Pg’): 

L(Me'Gn')  L(Gn'Pg')   (9) 

Hence, the method of locations of points A’, B’ and the point Soft tissue Pogonion (Pg’) is similar to the point 
Na’ represented in equation (2). To access the placement of the landmarks, the paper applied this method to a 
number of cephalograms and compared the manually detected position of the landmarks with those automated 
identification. Following the discussion in [23], the distance of error less than 2 mm is considered acceptable. The 
percentage of automatically detected landmarks based on the proposed algorithm is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Experiment Results. 

Resolution No. of Images ± 2mm (pixels) ≤ 2mm of error (%) 

1840x1360 40 ≈ 16 75.00 

2012x1735 30 ≈ 16 88.89 

2136x1804 80 ≈ 21 76.04 

3. Detection of the landmarks on the mandible’s edge using the Active contours without edges. 

This section proposes an approach to localize automatically four soft tissue landmarks on the mandible’s edge. 
An active contour model, often called snake in the literature, is a dynamic structure used in image processing and 
computer vision. Several approaches are possible and solve the problem of segmentation and edge detection using a 
deformable curve model that conforms to the shape of objects. The contour C and the values μin, μout that are shown 
in Fig.4 minimize the following energy functional: 

2 2
0 0( , , ) ( ) ( )in out in in out out CF C I dxdy I dxdy ds

 (10) 

Where F is the energy functional, I0 is the input image, μin, μout and are constant parameters larger than 0. The 
function of contour is used to make automatically topology changes and solved by the Euler-Lagrange equation and 
the Heaviside function H. Finally, these results μin and μout are the active contour model without edges [24]: 

0 0( ) (1 ( ))
;

( ) (1 ( ))in out

I H dxdy I H dxdy

H dxdy H dxdy
 (11) 

 
Fig.4. Propagation in the normal direction of the contour C. 

3.1. Detecting the edge of the mandible. 

Similarly, the combination of HOG and SVM searches the most accurate sub-region which contains the 
mandible’s edge. After that, the algorithm Chan-Vese [24] will cling to the edge of the mandible and approximate its 
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contour. The experiment shows the expected edge that is detected after 700 times shown in Fig.5 (a). (b). Then, 
Mathematical Morphological algorithms remove small extra regions to perform one representations of contour 
y=f(x), where the horizontal and vertical axes are Ox and Oy. 

 

   
 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig.5. (a) A result of detection of the landmarks on the mandible using the Active contours without edges. 
(b) The contour of the mandible’s edge. (c) Analyzing the contours of the mandible’s edges. 

3.2. Localization of the landmarks on the mandible’s edge. 

From the definitions of landmarks in Table 2, the points ( , )B BB x y , Pogonion ( , )Pg PgPg x y , Menton 
( , )Me MeM x ye will be calculated from these equations (12), (13) and (14): 

mi minn( , ( ))B B Pgx x y f xB y y
 (12) 

ax ax( , ( ))Pg m Pg m Bx x x yyP fg y
 (13) 

1
ax max( ( ), )Me m MeMe x f y y y   (14) 

Where minx and maxx  are respectively the minimum and maximum x-value of the representations of contour 
y=f(x), and axmy is maximum y-value. The same as the point soft tissue Gn’, the point Gnathion ( , )Gn GnG x yn  on 
the mandible’s edge be inferred from the length of the curve Arc length ( )L MeGn and ( )L GnPg :  

( ) ( )L MeGn L GnPg   (15) 

4. Conclusion. 

In this work, the authors have a new method for the extraction of soft tissue landmarks and landmarks on 
mandible’s edge in cephalometry. A technique based on the combination of HOG descriptor and SVM learning 
limits the search regions that contained desired features through two steps. The soft tissue profile is extracted by the 
TMM algorithm; while the mandible’s edge is extracted by the Active contours without edges, and then they are 
analyzed and calculated to pin points by the definitions. The landmarks are identified with accuracy comparable and 
fast execution time. But there also are some limits of our approach. One is about the intensity value α which inferred 
from the limited number of input image. The value of α can be exactly calculated from a large dataset of 
cephalograms. The second limitation is related to number of input image in the experiment results. The source of 
cephalometric images is poor because of the individual rights. Our future work will solve these two problems. 
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